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Marilyn Atlas
Marilyn R. Atlas is a talent and literary manager and award-winning producer. Among her credits as film producer
are “Real Women Have Curves” for HBO, which won the Audience Award at the Sundance Film Festival; “A
Certain Desire,” starring Sam Waterston; and “Echoes,” which won the Gold Award at the Texas International Film
Festival. In addition to producing a variety of programming for the cable/ pay TV market. In live theater, Marilyn coproduced the West Coast premiere of the musical “God Bless You Mr. Rosewater” by Ashman and Menken (the
writers of “Enchanted” and “Tangled”). She also co-produced the award-winning play “To Gillian on Her 37th
Birthday,” which was made into a film starring Michelle Pfeiffer and Peter Gallagher. In 2014, she co-produced the
play “Detained in the Desert” at the Guadalupe Theater in San Antonio, TX. Her additional credits as a producer in
live theater include “Today’s Special” and “As I Sing.”
In addition to Marilyn’s film/TV credits, she has sold (first time) novels “Chasing the Jaguar” to
HarperCollins, “Hungry Woman in Paris” to Grand Central Publishing, and the “Ave Maria Bed & Breakfast” to
Hachette Publishing, and the “Last Ride of Caleb O’Toole” to Source Books. Her Lifetime movie “The Choking
Game” based on the YA book by Diana Lopez aired in summer 2014.
Previously, Marilyn developed the “Brides’ March” for Lifetime Television as well as a limited television series. She
previously produced the short musical version of “Real Women Have Curves” in Los Angeles in 2009 and is
involved in the current development of a full-length production for 2018.
Marilyn is currently developing a TV pilot based on the Gary Phillips series of novels “High Hand” and “Shooter’s
Point” featuring strong-willed African-American protagonist Martha Chainey. She is also developing a Chinese
historical epic with the Metan Development Group and “Codebusters,” a children’s show for TV based on a series
of best-selling books.
Also …
 A writer/director just completed Hooked Up the movie starring Lil Romeo and just sold a TV pilot with multi-cultural
characters
 A client is a recurring actor on ABC's Cloak and Dagger
 A writer client just had their feature comedy script optioned by producer Cassian Elwes
 A client starred in the new Hulu series The Agent and has been a series regular on several series from Star Trek to Castle
 A client was a recurring star on Showtime's Shameless and has a 3-picture Horror series deal
 A client wrote on the Hulu series East Los High and is about to begin writing an untitled feature for a major production
company
 A young European-American client just had an indie feature premiere at Cannes
 A client had a recurring role on How to Get Away with Murder
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